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LETTERS, NOTES, AND ANSWERS TO
CORRESPONDENTS.

COMMUNICATIONs respecting Editorial matters should be addressed to
the Editor, 2, Agar StTeet, Strand, W.C., London ; those concerning
business matters, advertisements, non-delivery of the JOURNAL, etc.,
should be addressed to the Manager, at the Offliee, 429, Strand, W.C.,
London.

ORIGINAL ARTICLES and LETTERS.forwarded for publication are under-
stood to be offered to the BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL alone, unless the
contrary be stated.

A.nTHRoss desiring reprints of their articles published In the BRITISH
MEDICAL JOURNAL are requested to communicate with the Manager,
429, Strand, W.C., on receipt of proof.

CORR'SPONDENTS Who wish notice to be taken of their communications
should authenticate them with their names-of course not necessarily
for publication.

CORRESPONDENTS not answered are requested to look at the Notices to
Correspondents of the following week.

MANUSCRIPTS FORWARDED TO THE OFFICE OF THIS JOU:RNAL CANNOT
UNDER ANY CIRCUMrSTANCES BE RETURNED.

IN order to' avoid delay, it is particularly requested that ALL letters on
the' editorial business of the JOURNAL be addressed to the Editor at the
Offiec of the JOURNAL, and not at his private house.

TELE:RAPHIC ADDRESS.-The telegraphic address of the EDITOR of the
BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL is Aitiology, London. The telegraphic
address of the MANAGER of the BRITISH MEDICAL JOUIRNAL is
Articulate, London.

TELE,PHONE (National):- GENERAL SECRETARY AND MANAGER,
EDITORI, 2631, G(errard. 2630, Gerrard.

df" Queries, an. nwers, and communicatf(onsrelating to subjects to which special
departments of the BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL are devoted will befound under
their respectite headings.

QUERIES.

W'E would request correspondents who desire to ask questions in this
column not to make use of such signatures as "A Member," " A Mem-
ber B.M.A ." " Euquirer," and so on. By attention to this request
much eonfusion would be avoided. Correspondents are asked to write
upon one side of the paper only.

GoUTY asks is there any cure for receding gums in a gouty youngperson ?

P. W. H. writes: My opinion has been asked as to whether there is any
objection, from a mnedical point of view, to girls riding horseback
astride. I am not personally aware of any medical views on the sub-
ject, and should be glad of further information in the query column of
the BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL.

ANSWERS.

DR. B. L.- THURLOW.-Cirrliosis of the liver in children is such a rare dis-
ease that no long account of it is to be found in the usual textbooks.
The fullest description is that, perhaps, in the third volume of Keating's
Cyclopaedia of Children's Diseases, but it is unsatisfactory in places, and
not up-to-date. The best account of Still's disease is to be found in the
original paper by Still himself in the eightieth volume of the Medico-
(hirurgicaf Transactions.

NoSE.-It is difficult to find a suitable book embracing the three subjects
of diseases of the nose, ear, and throat. The best known in English is
Diseases of tile Throat, No8e, and Ear, by Dr. P. McBride, third edition
(London: Young J. k'entlaud. 1900. 258.). For general practitioners
we can recommend Diseases of the UTpper Respiratory Tract, by Dr. Watson
Williams, fourth edition (Bristol: John Wright and Co. 1901. 17s 6d.),
and Manual of Diseases of the Ear, by Dr. Thomas Barr, third edition
(Clasgow: J. Maclehose and Sons. i9ot. 12s. 6d.).

Boons ON MEDICAL DISEASES OF CHILDREN.
BE:RKSHIRE.-Any rof the following works would probably meet our cor-
respondent's requirements: The Wasting Diseases of Infants and Children,
by Eustace Smith, M.D., sixth edition (London: J. and A. Churchill.
2899. 6s.); Th-e Care and Feeding of Children, by L. E. Holt, M.D., third
edition (London: Sidney Appleton. 1904. 29.): The Diseases of Children,
bv J. F. Goodhart, M.D., and G. F. Still, M.D. (London: J. and A.
Churchifl. 6s.), of which a new edition is to be publtshed shortly;
Lectures on Diseases of Children, by R Hutchison, M.D. (London: Edward
Arnold. 1904. 6.s.); Guide to the Clinical Fxsamination and Treatment of
Sici. Chitfi cm, by J. Thomson, M.D. (Edinburgh: W. F. Clay. 1898. 99.).

LETTERS. NOTES. Etc.

DUPUYTREN < CONTRACTION OF THE PALMAR FASCIA.
Di?. JOHN REID (London) writes: In Walsham's Surgery gout and rheuina-
tism as causes of this condition are dismissed, and the entrance or a
bacillus through a. uDger-nail scratch is supposed to produce a clhronic
iniflammation. The early stage is well described: "The dicease gere

rally begins as a.small rounded fibrous nodule." In a carpenter,
aged 6o, the skin had already shown tftunsverse " puckers." The patient
said that he felt his chisels. etc., 'hurt him, and he knew they were
sharp. There was a certain amount of tenderness, and with anti-
rheumatic treatment and rest the nodules disappeared. I have seen
similar nodules on the thigh and leg fascia over tendons, causing a like
tendency to contract, and disappearing under treatment. I have seen
them also on other parts of the body. Of course, rest and-regimen-
whether by splints or otherwise-will remove rheumatic troubles. and
the mode of treatment employed will remove the disease in a longer or
shorter time, according to its character. My wish is merely to accen-
tuate the gout and rheumatic origiD of the above disease, in contradis-
tinction to the theory of chronic Inflammation and the entrance of a
bacillus through a scratch. The circumseribed Dature of the hard
nodule and the multiplicity of nodules, together with the manifest anti-
suppurative character of the disease, militate against an inflammatory
trouble such as would come from the scratch of a finger-nail. The
disease is certainly common among rheumatic men and women whose
occupation necessitates pressure in the palm or IleXion of the fingers.

AN ESPERANTO MEDICAL DICTIONARY.
DR. E. T. WHITAKBR (Kingsland, Shrewsbury)writes * The French Medical
Esperanto Society, under the patronage of Professors Brouardel, Javal,
Bouchard, and others, is engaged in compiling a dictionary of terms
used in medical science, and desires to havethe co-operation of medical
men in other countries, so that the terms selected may be submitted to
them for criticism and approval before being published. Would those
of your readers who are already familiar with Esperanto, or are
interested in that wonderful work of Dr. Zamenhof, kindly communicate
with me in order to facilitate that object ?

MEDICAL EXORCISM.
THE following is taken from a back number of the St. George's Hospital

Gazette: A precocious small boy in one of the medical wards wvould
talk glibly about his presystolic and systolic murmurs to anyone who
came up to him On Christmas Day he was allowed up for a treat, and,
being asked at the house-physician's visit on the followving morning it

he felt any the worse, he promptly replied: "Oh, I'm all right. 'l'he
murmurs have been cast out of me and have entered into the nurses!

PE31PHIGUS NEONATORUM.
DR. HORACE WILSON (Sandown, I. of W.) writes: The etiology of
pemnphigus is still in the hypothetical stage, and the letter in the
BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL of April 8th by Dr. Foley is extremely
interesting as connecting it with syphilitic pemphigus, which, how-
ever, he eliminates owing to the rapidity of spread in his cases. I have
held the opinion for some little time that all infantile pemphigus may
be traced to a syphilitic orlgin, and have elsewhere suggested that a
syphilitic infection of milk supply may be the source (see Medical Times
and Gazette, December 3ist, 1904). The basis of my observations was
an epidemic of infantile pemphigus in my neighbourhood in London.
The cases were mostly very mild, though I had one fatality. Two
cases were in my own midwifery practice, three in that of one
midwife, and two in that of another, thus showing that neither I nor
the midwives had spread the infection; nor was it due to ordinary
insanitary surroundiDgs, as some of the cases were a mile apart, and
in quite different social classes. I had reason to know that a milk
carrier workingfor the firm supplying most of the district was infected
with both- syphilis and gonorrhoea, and at my suggestion he changed
his oceupation, but I cannot say that I actually traced any cases to
contamination by him. The babies concerned were all bottle-fed, and
the midwives' methods and cleanliDess above suspicion. It is not my
object to discuss the characteristics of the cases but to suggest further
inquiry into the source of infection, as there have been recent instances
of persons being punished for carrying infection perhaps without
sufficient etiological investigation.

THE FAITH CURE AND CAVITIES.
AN American physician tells the followiing story of his attempt to con-
folund a Christian Scientist. Every time they met the "Scientist"
scoffed at medical science and discoursed on the wonders that could be
wrouglt by faith. One day the doctor said to him:
" You are convinced that through faith you can do anything ?"
"Yes," replied the "Scientist," "faith will move mountains." A

week later he eame to the doctor with a swollen jaw due to toothache.
On thie doctor expressing surprise at seeing him, lie said "I have
suffered all tlhrough the night. I simplvcannot stand the pain any
longer." Said the doctor, "1 Have you tried faith? You know you told
me the other day that faith could move mountains." The reply was
crushing if not convincing: "But this is a cavity, doctor; this is a
cavity! "

SCALE OF CHARGES FOR ADVERTISEMENTS IN TE
BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL.

Eight lines and under ... ... ... 40 4 o
Each additional line ... ... ... ... o 6
Awholecolumn ... ... ... ... 2 0 0
A page .. ... ... ... ... 5 5 0

An average line contains six wo--ds.
Advertisements should be delivered, addressed to the Manager, at

the Office, not later than first post on Wednesday morning preceding
publication; and if not paid for at the time, should be accompanied
by a reference.

Post-Office Orders should be made payable to the British Medical
Association at the General Post-Office, London. Small amounts may
be paid in postage-stamps,
.N.B.-It is against the rules of the Post Office to receive letter3 at

Postes Restantes-addressed either in -initials.or numbers.
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